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Technical Support Best
Practices for Websphere-z/OS

V5 Installation and Support
By  Ma r y  S h a c k l e t t

THE
maturity of the platform and the robust computing it has
continuously offered enterprises over the years has

cemented the zSeries as a centerpiece of enterprise IT infrastructure.
Recognizing this, IBM has taken steps over the past few years to

reinvent the zSeries to where it can run Java-based and other new appli-
cations alongside traditional COBOL, or traditional legacy programs
that are now frontended with browser-based graphical user interfaces.
The result has been a move in data centers to reconsolidate distributed
applications on a monolithic zSeries platform for greater control and
better likelihood of achieving quality of service (QoS) goals. Further
improvements have been delivered with Websphere for z/OS Version 5—
but it now remains for technical support to put all of the pieces together
into a viable implementation and support plan.

This article addresses technical support challenges and evolving
best practices in the areas of Websphere for z/OS V5 implementation
and support.

PLANNING AND GOAL SETTING

There is no more important ingredient to Websphere-z/OS V5 imple-
mentation and support than thorough and conscientious planning—pre-
cisely because the environment is relatively new and highly evolutionary.

“Websphere-z/OS V5 isn’t like the Windows environment, where
you have a standalone system and you simply click on “install,” but
unfortunately, some people approach it this way,” noted Bob St. John,
Senior zSeries Performance Analyst for IBM. “It’s critical to read the
installation and configuration information in the IBM InfoCenter, and
to consult with others before beginning installation and configuration.”

St. John also advocates that Websphere-z/OS technical support get
as many system specialists engaged in the planning process as possi-
ble, to ensure that all bases are covered.

“It’s important that technical support professionals who are planning
for the Websphere-z/OS environment have a broad number of contacts
outside of Websphere-z/OS during planning,” said Bob St. John. “By

that, I mean access to experts in Workload Manager (WLM), CICS,
security, DB2, IMS, TCP/IP, networking, and so on. The z/OS backend
of the processing is especially important because all of the system soft-
ware tends to be integrated into the same system image. For example,
the Websphere application server, IMS, and other facilities might all be
on the same LPAR.”

Because Websphere-z/OS V5 offers tremendous flexibility for organ-
izing applications and data, an architecture of data and applications
needs to be carefully defined for initial deployment and future needs.
Since Java and other Web-based applications behave differently than
legacy applications in the zSeries environment, it is also prudent to
establish pilot tests and benchmarks of applications before entering into
a total deployment in production. Invariably, there will be performance
tuning and inter-applications issues that arise, especially if everything is
residing on the same LPAR. This is what makes 360-degree expertise of
zSeries software invaluable in planning and execution.

Finally, it’s important to establish QoS and performance goals—
even if you are learning the idiosyncrasies of an environment, and may
need to revise those goals. IBM’s Bob St. John specified, “Sites should
set performance goals, such as data transfer rate, CPU usage, and trans-
action response goals (e.g. 90% of all transitions processed within
one-half second).” Having goals in place sets a baseline of expectation
for system performance monitoring and establishes a systems monitor-
ing discipline, although you may have to go back and revise as you
learn more about Websphere-z/OS V5.

DEVELOPING AN IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

Implementation strategy for Websphere-z/OS V5 should address
both present and future requirements in the application architecture.
Knowing where you want to go upfront is critical because Websphere-
z/OS V5 technology has the flexibility of being deployed in single or
multiple LPARs on single or multiple systems. This flexibility can get
you into trouble if you change your mind. The zSeries ISPF customization
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screen is used to create each Websphere server node, along with the
ports the node will be using, the node’s RACF group and the node’s
user ids. Websphere-z/OS V5 then generates a set of installation JCLs
based on the parameters that you have furnished. As you start this
process, IBM recommends that you only configure base applications at
first, since they are easier to manage than network deployment (DN)
configurations. If you want to move into a network-deployed applica-
tion scheme later, you can always maintain your initial original base
server configurations, and test out the network deployment separately.
This method builds experience with the configuration and customization
process—while mitigating risk of error or performance degradation.

Setup of any Websphere-z/OS V5 application will make ongoing
support much easier if naming conventions and system definitions
are kept simple. Since MVS has an eight-character naming convention,
it makes sense to stay within that practice when naming servers, nodes
and cells. Websphere for z/OS V5 also allows you to start all servers
and daemons in a single cell with just three procedures. This is an
enhancement over Websphere for z/OS V4, and was expressly designed
to enable technical support to use generic sets of JCL that can be appro-
priately populated with unique jobnames and WAS environments as
new application servers are added. The technique eliminates the need
for creating new procedures for new servers.

You also don’t need to set up a complicated set of RACF userids and
profiles. You can assign a single userid and one groupid for every user
in your Websphere cell. Additional efficiency can be gained if you
modify profiles so they can be used for other servers once the initial set
of RACF definitions is produced.

It is critical to organize and keep track of your port usage. While
you are setting up applications, you might also consider how you want
to arrange IT-related resources, such as production, test and staging
environments. Each base application node has a daemon, an application
server, an HFS mount, RACF definitions and a TCP port. With
Websphere-z/OS V5, you can deploy application servers on one or
multiple zSeries machines. Port ranges should be reserved for specific
Websphere-z/OS cells as part of the organizational process.

Finally, practice before you deploy. The Websphere-z/OS V5 envi-
ronment has its own uniquenesses. By installing your first runtime in a
test environment, you can see what (if anything) you have missed in
system specifications for your first installation. You will gain hands-on
experience with the Websphere runtime routine from both the installa-
tion and de-installation perspectives. IBM recommends that that you
should pay special attention to these areas: manual configuration
updates, logstream and dataset creation, security definition updates,
and creation and population of the configuration HFS.

MANAGING PERFORMANCE CHALLENGES

Once Websphere-z/OS V5 is deployed, there are performance challenges
that have to be addressed, as there are in all application environments.

“You can fundamentally break down performance issues into three
main categories,” said IBM’s Bob St. John. “These categories are Java
heap problems, delay problems and CPU consumption problems.”

Java Heap Problems
Java heap size needs to be large enough for the application it is sup-

porting. When it isn’t, it can generate memory leaks that create both
CPU and delay problems. This affects the availability of Websphere
infrastructure.

Memory leaks can be induced by faulty applications. However, if
you suspect a memory leak resulting from inadequate Java heap size,
you can first run a verbose GC trace. Under normal conditions, a
garbage collection analysis should indicate that GC processing is tak-
ing less than 5% of total processing time for a Java transaction. If more
than 5% of the time is being consumed in GC processing, there is
potentially a heap size issue. Heap size can be increased to cure the
problem—but if you are limited in storage resources, increasing the
Java heap to reduce the overhead for garbage collection might result in
more paging.

“Be sure to have enough real storage for Java heaps,” said Bob St.
John. “You might need auxiliary storage.”

Delay Problems
System delays mean lagging response times. This is why it is good

practice to establish QoS and transaction response time metrics and
expectations for applications upfront.

“However, technical support must also understand that the
Websphere environment differs from traditional z/OS environments
like CICS—not only in technical transaction performance, but in user
expectations of the system,” said Bob St. John. For example, if you are
deploying an HTTP Server external to Websphere to serve your static
content, it is very difficult to find a way to measure Websphere
response time in the same way that the user perceives it. You would
need to be able to measure the combined time to serve all of the ele-
ments of the HTML page, and not measure response times in terms of
the separate GIF and servlet/JSP items that also have their independ-
ent responses. Some of this problem is obviated because of the static
content caching that occurs both in the network and the browser.
Nevertheless, it falls on technical support to determine how close these
combined readings approximate the end user experience—particularly
when trouble calls come in from the user base concerning application
response time.

CPU CONSUMPTION PROBLEMS

Websphere applications can consume too much CPU, and there is a
good troubleshooting methodology when CPU consumption problems
are suspected.

The first step is to collect RMF Monitor I, including a workload
activity report—to determine if the Websphere application is the cause
of the CPU consumption.

To make this determination, locate the APPL% value for the
Application Environment associated with the Websphere application,
and then calculate the CPU cost per transaction. This value can be
cross-compared with APPL% from other report classes on the system.

Also check the system uncaptured time for any unusual value, and
collect SMF 120 interval records to help locate the beans and methods
of CPU activity. The SMF 120 data will show which beans and meth-
ods are experiencing poor performance, and you may need help from
the applications side to fully make your determinations.

Sometimes, SMF 120 data will not provide enough information to
isolate the problem. In these cases, it might be necessary to profile your
application in a non-production mode via Websphere Studio or other
Java profiling tools.

“With profiler tools, you can run one or two transactions in test. You
can observe the flow, and you can see where you’re spending most of
the time,” said Bob St. John.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR WEBSPHERE-Z/OS

IBM has taken a major step forward in GUI design with Websphere
for z/OS V5. The simplified GUI has reduced IT learning curves for
Websphere-z/OS, which had featured a Windows-based fat client inter-
face to the system in versions 3 and 4 that bore little resemblance to
Websphere GUI’s used for other systems.

“One of the highlights of Websphere for z/OS V5 is the major
redesign of the GUI that approximated the graphical user interface much
closer to those found on other Websphere platforms,” observed Bob St.
John. “There was a skills mastery issue for IT, because the skills that had
been mastered for administering UNIX or Windows for Websphere
skills didn’t readily transfer into the Websphere-z/OS administration.”

In addition to a much-improved GUI, Websphere-z/OS V5 delivers
these enhancements:

� Better performance than past versions, especially with global
transactions and applications using Web Services. WAS V5 also
runs in a smaller memory footprint than WAS 4.

� Support of the same administration command interface
(wsadmin) across all platforms—which makes it possible for
technical support to adopt uniform administration procedures.

� Support of the Performance Monitoring Infrastructure (PMI),
which enables WAS V5 to capture information about EJB’s,
WebApps, connection pools, transactions, session management,
dynacache, etc.

� Recognition of a number of new WLM delay types which can be
reported by RMF.

� Capability to do WLM classification for various inbound HTTP,
IIOP and MDB requests.

� The ability to use Common Secure Interoperation v2 (CSIv2) to
interoperate securely with other products and platforms.

� Integration with Tivoli Access Manager for both authentification
and authorization, potentially simplifying security administration
and auditing.

� Provision of “plug points” for a Trust Association Interceptor
and JAAS Login Configuration, making it possible to map
between non-SAF and SAF users.

� zSeries Application Assist Processor (zAAP) technology that can
significantly reduce the cost of running Java on zSeries machines.

“The Websphere environment is rapidly changing, and it’s not
easy to keep up with changes,” said Bob St. John. “Suffice it to say
that emphasis has shifted from the base application server to service-
oriented architecture, Web services and on-demand orders. We will
see most of the development in these areas.”  
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